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The dining chairs form an integral part of a dining set. A beautiful dining set will enhance the overall
appearance of your dining room. Therefore, the chairs must be elegant and attractive. They should
be durable and of high quality. There are different varieties of dining chairs available. Each variety
speaks of style, grace and refinement. The latest designs of the dining chairs give a new definition
to your standard of living.

Wooden Chairs

The wooden dining chairs are simple yet attractive. A modern approach is used to design them. Few
examples of wooden chairs are:

-Norwich Hardwood/Iron Chair

This unique chair is made from Acacia hardwood. The brown and green distressed finish looks
amazing. This chair will add a style to your dining room.

-Cambridge Solid Oak Wooden Chair

The Cambridge chair has a wooden frame that is made of solid oak. The lacquered finish makes it
look well polished. There is a padded seat that has a faux leather finish.

Leather Chairs

The leather dining chairs look royal and ethnic. High quality leather is used to design them. This
increases their longevity. Following are a few examples:

-Venice Leather Chair

This chair looks gorgeous with a wooden frame. The wooden legs are made of a solid oak. An ivory
bonded leather cover is used. It has a matte finish and makes the chair look graceful.

-Genoa Leather Chair

This dining chair has a wooden frame. It has a sprung base and a webbed. The cover is made of a
burgundy bonded leather. A PU film is used on the cover that makes it easy to clean. It is also stain
resistant.

Fabric Chairs

The fabric dining chairs are in demand these days as they look very aesthetic and enhance the look
of your dining area. The beautiful fabric and print makes them worth buying. Following are some
examples:

-Calais Floral Chair

Made of a wooden frame, this chair looks very attractive. The brown floral fabric makes them look
very appealing. It has wooden legs that are made of solid oak. This chair will surely add variety to
the look of your dining area.
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-Genoa Jumbo Cord Chair

It is a beautiful dining chair that has a wooden frame made of solid oak. A brown bonded leather
cover is used which can be easily cleaned. With a matte finish, it looks amazing. This chair will
certainly complement your dining room and make it look more stylish, elegant and sophisticated.
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If you are looking for an extensive furniture selections, visit us and find Our a Oak dining chairs, a
Leather Chairs sets with high quality and extremely durable and resilient against everyday living. we
also offer affordable a Dining chairs at unbeatable prices.
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